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U.S. News & World Report and Best Lawyers Again Rank 

Greenberg Gross as a “Best Law Firm” 

COSTA MESA (November 2, 2015) — Greenberg Gross LLP is pleased to announce 

that U.S. News & World Report and Best Lawyers have once again listed the firm among the 

“Best Law Firms.” Greenberg Gross is ranked among the top firms in the metropolitan area of 

Orange County for the practice areas of Commercial Litigation and White-Collar Criminal 

Defense. 

Firms included in the annual listing have demonstrated professional excellence and 

received “persistently impressive ratings from clients and peers,” according to the publications. 

Achieving a ranking “signals a unique combination of quality law practice and breadth of legal 

expertise.” 

“We are proud and honored to be selected once again for inclusion in Best Law Firms,” 

said managing partner Alan Greenberg. “We are deeply gratified that our clients and fellow 

attorneys recognize our dedication and passion and that they have endorsed us for this 

prestigious list every year since our founding.” 

Despite being less than three years old, Greenberg Gross has gathered an impressive 

list of clients and already ranks among the elite law firms in the region. Its recent trial victories 

include a multimillion-dollar award, including punitive damages, on a counterclaim in a corporate 

M&A case for a publicly traded Swiss global engineering company and a seven-figure jury 

verdict on behalf of a client defrauded out of his share of the $43 million sale of a chain of 

dialysis centers. 

In a recent pretrial victory, Greenberg Gross obtained the dismissal of a $600 million 

RICO claim asserted against a large, prominent law firm. 



 

 

Current cases include nationally and internationally significant litigation, such as the 

defense of financial giant AIG, a fraud action on behalf of a London-based investment firm 

against a billion dollar private equity fund, a gender discrimination lawsuit by an in-house 

attorney against Broadcom, and a diesel emissions class action against Volkswagen. 

Greenberg Gross partners Alan Greenberg, Wayne Gross, and Michael Katz were 

recently selected for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America® 2016. Greenberg was chosen 

for his work in commercial litigation, Gross in the practice area of white-collar criminal defense, 

and Katz for intellectual property litigation. 

 For additional information, please visit www.GGTrialLaw.com or contact Alan A. 

Greenberg at (213) 334-7020 or AGreenberg@GGTrialLaw.com. 
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